FROM THE ROBERT N. ABBOTT COLLECTION, "ROCHESTER VOICES," ROCHESTER PUBLIC LIBRARY
LOCAL HISTORY & GENEALOGY DIVISION, ROCHESTER, NY. WWW.ROCHESTEROICES.ORG

THE COMPANY WILL APPRECIATE SUGGESTIONS FROM ITS PATRONS CONCERNING ITS SERVICE

W. P. MARSHALL, PRESIDENT

SYMBOLS
DL = Day Letter
NL = Night Letter
LC = Deferred Cable
NLT = Cable Night Letter
Ship Radiogram

CLASS OF SERVICE
This is a full-rate Telegram or Cablegram unless its deferred character is indicated by a suitable symbol above or preceding the address.
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0-0-208 0A079 2-0-50 SEP 24 PM 2:44
0-XSFA475 INTL=SF TOKYO VIA MACKAY (71 74 87)=
EFM MRS ROBERT N ABBOTT=
6 ALDERN PL ROCHESTER NY=
ALL WELL AND SAFE PLEASE DON'T WORRY AM WELL AND FIT=

BOB=
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